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INTRODUCTION
Let p be a prime number. Let G be a p-group and let r be the realG
 .regular representation of G. If p s 2, we denote by w r the ithi G
 .Stiefel]Whitney class of r , and by n G the following numerical invariantG
of G
n G [ min n ) 0 ¬ w ny 1 r / 0 . 4 .  .2 G
A conjecture about this invariant and Stiefel]Whitney classes of r wasG
w xstated by Kahn in 10 as follows.
 .  .  .  .Conjecture Kahn . n G G d G , with d G the minimal number of
generators of G.
w xIn 10 , Kahn also proved that the conjecture holds provided that G is
 .  .either abelian or of nilpotence class 2, or d G F 3. The case d G s 4
w x w xwas proved in 15 ; it was also treated in 10 , but the claim given there was
 w x.not correct see also 11 .
The purpose of this paper is to prove that the conjecture holds for
 .  .  w x.d G s 5. Since n G is decreasing on subgroups see 10 , it leads us to
 .  .consider the case where G is d-maximal, that is, d K - d G for every
proper subgroup K of G. Our proof is focussed on the study of the
structure of such groups with nilpotence class G 3. Explicitly, for every
  .4  w x.p-group G, let F G be the lower p-series of G see 1 given byi
p
F G s G and F G s F G F G , G for i G 1. .  .  .  . .1 iq1 i i
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 .  .  .So F G s F G , the Frattini subgroup of G. Let k s cl G be the2 F
 .  4Frattini class of G, that is, the maximal integer so that F G / 1 . Fork
 .  .i F 1, denote by A G or briefly A , if no confusion can arise thei i
 .  .quotient F G rF G ; A is then a vector space over Zrp. In Section 2,i iq1 i
we shall give a cohomological proof of the following
 .THEOREM A. Let G be a d-maximal 2-group with k s cl G G 3 andF
 .d G s 5. Then dim A G 3 and:2
 .a if dim A s 3, then k s 3 and dim A s 1; furthermore, there2 3
  .:exists an element a g G such that a, F G is either abelian or extra-special
of order 25;
 .b if dim A s 4, then dim A s 4, for 2 F m - k, and dim A F2 m k
4.
The proof is based on the description of the degree-2 cohomology
2 .H K, Zrp , for a p-group K, by means of the Hochschild]Serre filtration
of this cohomology and the Hochschild]Serre exact sequence correspond-
 wing to some central extensions representing K. It is known see 4]6, 14,
x.17 that this exact sequence is a basic tool in many important applications
to group theory. In particular, it makes clear the cohomological signifi-
cance of the lower p-series. However, it has the disadvantage that it
requires knowledge of a quite heavy machinery of homological algebra, the
Lyndon]Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence of a group extension. In
order to avoid this machinery, in Section 1, we give an elementary proof
for the exactness of an extended Hochschild]Serre sequence; the
2 .Hochschild]Serre filtration of H K, Zrp can be described via this
sequence, without recourse to the spectral sequence. It would be more
convenient for group theorists and for readers mainly interested in the
application to group theory.
Finally, in Section 3, we prove
 .THEOREM B. The conjecture holds for d G s 5.
 .From now on, for every p-group G, let us denote by Z G the center of
U  .G, and by H G the mod p cohomology algebra of G.
1. AN EXTENDED HOCHSCHOLD]SERRE EXACT
SEQUENCE AND SOME APPLICATIONS
Let G be a p-group and let A be an elementary abelian subgroup of
 .  .F G l Z G , with dim A s m. Set K s GrA. We have then the central
extension
ji 6 60 ª A G K ª 1.
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 . 2 .The factor set of this extension is of form z s z , . . . , z g H K, A1 m
2 .[ms H K , with z , . . . , z a linearly independent system of elements of1 m
2 . 1 . 1 .H K . Via the inflation map, H K is identified to H G . With some
 . U  .abuse of notation, we also denote by z , . . . , z the ideal of H K1 m
generated by z , . . . , z .1 m
The following is straightforward.
PROPOSITION 1.1. As a set, G is just the direct product of sets A = K, and
the multiplication is gi¨ en by
a, g ? b , h s a q b q z g , h , gh , .  .  . .
with a, b g A, b, h g K.
w xFollowing 7 , we have the Hochschild]Serre exact sequence
Inf Res Inf1 1 t 21 1 1 2 26 6 6 60 ª H K H G H A H K H G , 1 .  .  .  .  .  .
with Inf#, Res# the inflation and restriction maps, and t the transgression
 .t can be defined as in Lemma 1.2 below . We are now interested in an
extension of this sequence, which extends those of Iwahori and Matsumoto
w x w x8 and of Thong 18 , as follows
Inft 22 2 1 1 16 6??? H K H G ª H G m H A [ bH A .  .  .  .  . .
ª H 3 K , 2 .  .
1 . 2 .with b : H A ª H A the Bockstein homomorphism.
 .  .Fix a right inverse s : K ª G of j hence j(s s 1 so that s 1 s 1.K
 .Every element of G is then of form g s a ? s k , with a g A, k g K.gg
Let a , . . . , a be a base of A, and let u , . . . , u be their duals, so that1 m 1 muz i
the composition K = K ª A ª Zrp is just z . We now define the 1-co-i
chains u , . . . , u of G byÄ Ä1 m
u g s u a ? s k s u a , .  .  .Ä Ä  .i i g i g
  .  ..  .  .   ..for all g g G. Since d u a ? s k , b ? s l s u a q u b y u abz k, lÄi i i i
 .s z k, l , for a, b g A, k, l g K, we havei
 . 2 .LEMMA 1.2. d u g Im Inf G, K . Furthermore, as element of H K , weÄi
ha¨e d u s t u s u ( z s z .Äi i i i
 . w x  .Part of the sequence 2 has been proved in 8 , as follows. Let P G, A
be the set of maps X from G = A into Zrp satisfying
X gh , a s X g , a q X h , a , .  .  .
X g , ab s X g , a q X g , b , .  .  .
 . 1 . 1 .for all g, h g G, a, b g A. P G, A is then identified to H G m H A ,
1 . 1 .and hence to H K m H A .
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w x 2 .Let X g H G , with X a 2-cocycle of G in Zrp. Let us define a map
u X from G = A to Zrp by
u X g , a s X g , a y X a, g , .  .  .
w xfor all g g G, a g A. The following was proved in 8 in an elementary
way.
w x  .PROPOSITION 1.3 8 . a u induces a map, also denoted by u , from
2 .  . 1 . 1 .H G to P G, A s H K m H A .
 .Inf u , Res2 22 2 1 16 6 .  .  .   .  ..b The sequence H K H G H K m H A [
2 .H A is exact.
 . 2 .Xc Set H G s Ker Res ; the sequence2
Inf rX2 u2 2 1 1 36 6 6H K H G H K m H A H K .  .  .  .  . .
is exact, where r is gi¨ en by
r x m u s x ? z , i j i j /
i , j i , j
1 .with x g H K .i
We are now interested in an extension of the exact sequence given in
 .Proposition 1.3 b . Let us recall that the Bockstein homomorphism
U  . Uq 1 .b : H K ª H K is defined as the connecting homomorphism asso-
ciated to the exact sequence
p pr26 60 ª Zrp Zrp Zrp ª 0
 .of trivial K-modules, with p the map defined by p n s pn, n g Zrp, and
pr the projection map. Fix a right inverse q of pr so that Im q ;
 4 w x n .0, 1, . . . , p y 1 . So, for X g H K , with X an n-cocycle representing
w x w x  .X , b X can be represented by the n q 1 -cocycle b X given by
 . y1  . ..b X k , . . . , k s p d q( X k , . . . , k , k g K.1 nq1 1 nq1 i
For the sake of convenience, for every element m of Zrp, we also
denote by m its image in Zrp2 via the map q. For l, m g Zrp, we denote
 .Äby l q m and l y m respectively l q c , l y m their sum and theirÄ
 2 .difference in Zrp respectively Zrp . For every 1 F i F m, let ¨ s b ui i
2 .g H A . The following can be obtained by direct verification.
2 . 3 . LEMMA 1.4. Representati¨ es of ¨ g H A and b z g H K whichi i
.are also denoted by ¨ , b z are gi¨ en byi i
y1 Ä¨ a, b s p u a q u b y u ab , for a, b g A , .  .  .  .Ä .i i i i
y1 Äb z k , l , g s p z l , g q z k , lg y z k , l y z kl , g , .  .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä .i i i i i
for k , l , g g K .
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Especially,
1, if n q k G p ,i in n k k1 m 1 m¨ a . . . a , a . . . a s .i 1 m 1 m  0, if n q k - p.i i
2 .¨ , . . . , ¨ are then linearly independent in H A and form a base of1 m
1 .bH A . From the decomposition
H 2 A s bH 1 A [ [ Zrpu ? u , .  .  /i ji- j
we have
1 .PROPOSITION 1.5. Im Res ; bH A .2
w xProof. Write X s l ¨ q  m u ? u g Im Res , with l , m gi i i- j i j i j 2 i i j
w x w x w x 2 .  .  .Zrp, X s Res Y , with Y g H G . So m s X a , a y X a , a s2 i, j i j j i
 .  .  . 1 .Y a , a y Y a , a . Hence m s u Y a , a . Since Im u ; H G mi j j i i j i j
1 . 1 . 1 . H A and Res : H G ª H A is the zero map this follows from the1
.fact that A is contained in the Frattini subgroup of G , we have m s 0.i j
The proposition follows.
ÄLEMMA 1.6. Let l, m, n , g be elements of Zrp such that a s l q m y nÄ
y1 .y g g Im p. Set j s p a . ThenÄ
j s ¨ al, a m y ¨ an , ag . . .i i i i i i
In particular, we ha¨e
b z k , l , g s ¨ z l , g , z k , lg y ¨ z k , l , z kl , g , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .i i i
 .for all k, l, g g K. So, as cocycles, b u ? u s ¨ ? u q u ? ¨ .i j i j i j
Proof. The first part of the lemma follows by considering separately the
cases: l q m F p and n q g F p, l q m ) p and n q g F p, l q m F p
and n q g ) p, l q m ) p and n q g ) p.
The second part follows from the first one, together with the determina-
tion of b z given in Lemma 1.4. Finally, from the first and second parts, byi
setting X s u ? u , we havei j
y1 Äb X a, b , c s p X b , c q X a, bc y X a, b y X ab, c .  .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä
y1 Äs p u b u c q u a u bc .  .  .  . i j i j
yu a u b y u ab u c 3 .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä .i j i j
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with a, b, c g A. On the other hand,
y1 Ä¨ ? u a, b , c s ¨ a, b u c s p u a q u b y u ab u c .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ä . .i j i j i i i j
y1 Äs p u a u c q u b u c y u ab u c ; .  .  .  .  .  .Ä .i j i j i j
 . y1  .  .  .  .  .  ..Äsimilarly, u ? ¨ a, b, c s p u a u b q u a u c y u a u bc .Äi j i j i j i j
Hence
¨ ? u y u ? ¨ a, b , c .  .i j i j
y1 Äs p u a u c q u b u c y u ab u c .  .  .  .  .  .Ä i j i j i j
Äyu a u b y u a u c q u a u bc .  .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä .i j i j i i
y1 Äs p u b u c q u a u bc y u a u b y u ab u c .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä .i j i j i j i j
s b X a, b , c by 3 . .  .
The lemma follows.
1 . 3 .Let h : bH A ª H K be the linear map given by
h ¨ s b z . .i i
Consider the sequence
 .  .u , Res r , h22 1 1 1 36 6H G H K m H A [ bH A H K ; .  .  .  .  . .
we have
 .  .LEMMA 1.7. r, h ( u , Res s 0.2
w xProof. Following Proposition 1.3, we need only show that, if X g
2 . w x  .  .w xH G , Res X / 0, then r, h ( u , Res X s 0. We can suppose that2 2
 .  .X is normalized, so X 1, g s X g, 1 s 0, for all g g G. Following
w xProposition 1.5, Res X s m ¨ , with m g Zrp. So Res X s m ¨ q2 i i i 2 i i
 . X X  ..  .d Y, with Y : A ª Zrp, Y 1 s 0. Set Y : G ª Zrp, Y as k s Y a y
  .. X XX a, s k , for a g A, k g K, X s X y d Y , and V s m ¨ . We havei i
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the following equalities:
Y X a s Y a , Y X s k s 0, .  .  . .
X X a, b s X a, b y Y X a y Y X b q Y X ab .  .  .  .  .
s X a, b y Y a y Y b q Y ab .  .  .  .
s V a, b since Res X s V q d Y , 4 .  .2
d Y X a, s k s d Y X s k , a s Y X a q Y X s k y Y X as k .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
s X a, s k , 5 .  . .
X X a, s k s X a, s k y d Y X a, s k s 0 by 5 , 6 .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
X X a, bs k s yX X b , s k q X X ab, s k .  .  . .  .  .
qX X a, b since d X X s 0 .
s X X a, b s V a, b by 4 and 6 , 7 .  .  .  .  .
X X as k , b s yX X a, s k q X X a, s k b .  .  . .  .  .
qX X s k , b since d X X s 0 . .
s V a, b q X s k , b .  . .
y d Y X s k , b by 6 and 7 .  .  . .
s V a, b q u X s k , b by 5 , 8 .  .  .  . .
X X as k , bs l .  . .
s yX X a, s k q X X a, bs k s l q X X s k , bs l .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
s X X a, bz k , l s kl q X X s k , bs l by 6 .  .  .  .  . .  .
s V a, bz k , l y X X s l , b q X X s k , s l .  .  .  . .  .  . .
q X X s k s l , b by 7 .  .  . .
s V a, bz k , l y u X s l , b q X X s k , s l .  .  .  . .  .  . .
q X X z k , l s kl , b by 8 .  .  . .
s V a, bz k , l y u X s l , b q X X s k , s l .  .  .  . .  .  . .
q V z k , l , b q u X s kl , b by 8 .  .  . .  .
s V a, bz k , l q V z k , l , b q u X s k , b .  .  . .  .  .
q X X s k , s l , 9 .  .  . .
for all a, b g A, k, l g K.
X  .  .  ..Since d X s k , s l , s g s 0, for all k, l, g g K, we have
X X s k , s l q X X z k , l s kl , s g .  .  .  .  . .  .
s X X s k , z l , g s lg q X X s l , s g . .  .  .  .  . .  .
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 .So, by 9 ,
X X s k , s l q X X s kl , s g y X X s k , s lg .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
y X X s l , s g .  . .
s yV z k , l , z kl , g q V z k , lg , z l , g .  .  .  . .  .
q u X s k , z l , g . .  . .
Ä Ä X .   .  ..Let X : K = K ª Zrp be the map given by X g, k s X s k , s l .
Ä .  . Following Lemma 1.6, we have m b z q ru X s d X. So r, h ( u ,i i
.Res s 0. The lemma is proved.2
For every 1 F i F m, we have
d u as k , bs l s u a q u b y u abz k , l s z k , l , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Äi i i i i
 .  .   ..  .Äfor all a, b g A, k, l g K. So u a q u b y u abz k, l y z k, l gÄ Äi i i i
Im p. Set
y1 Ä¨ as k , bs l s p u a q u b y u abz k , l y z k , l ; .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ä Ä Ä .i i i i i
10 .
we then obtain 2-cochains ¨ : G = G ª Zrp satisfying ¨ ¬ s ¨ .Ä Äi i A=A i
LEMMA 1.8. d ¨ s yInf b z , 1 F i F m.Äi i
Proof. For a, b, c g A, g, k, l g K, we have
d ¨ as g , bs k , cs l .  .  . .Äi
s ¨ bs k , cs l y ¨ abz g , k s gk , cs l .  .  .  .  . .  .Ä Äi i
q ¨ as g , bcz k , l s kl y ¨ as g , bs k .  .  .  .  . .  .Ä Äi i
y1 Äs p u b q u c y u bcz k , l y z k , l .  .  .  . .Ä Ä .i i i i
y1 Äqp yu abz g , k y u c q u abcz g , k z gk , l .  .  .  . .  .Ä Ä i i i
Ä y1 Ä Äqz gk , l q p qu a q u bcz k , l .  .  . .. i i i
yu abcz k , l z g , kl y z g , kl .  .  . .Ä Ä .i
y1 Ä Äqp yu a y u b q u abz g , k q z g , k .  .  .  . .Ä Ä .i i i i
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y1 Äs p u b q u c y u bcz k , l .  .  . .Ä i i i
y z k , l y u abz g , k y u c .  .  . .Ä Ä Äi i i
Ä Äqu abcz g , k z gk , l q z gk , l .  .  . .i i
Ä Äq u a q u bcz k , l .  . .i i
yu abcz k , l z g , kl y z g , kl y u a y u b .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä Äi i i
Ä Äqu abz g , k q z g , k .  . . .i i
y1 Äs yp z k , l y z gk , l q z g , kl y z g , k .  .  .  .Ä Ä .i i i i
since, in K , z g , k z gk , l s z k , l z g , kl .  .  .  .
s yInf b z as g , bs k , cs l by Lemma 1.4. .  .  . .i
The lemma follows.
 4Remark 1.9. Let E be the Lyndon]Hochschild]Serre spectral se-r
 .quence corresponding to the extension G . It is known that u , as ani
element of E0, 1, is transgressive, hence so is ¨ g E0, 2. From the definition2 i 2
of transgressive elements, there exists a 2-cochain of G representing ¨ ofi
 .which the coboundary is an element of Im Inf . The ¨ given in 10 is suchÄ3 i
a representative of ¨ .i
 .  .LEMMA 1.10. Ker r, h ; Im u , Res .2
 . 1 .Proof. Let X s T q V g Ker r, h , with V g bH A , V s m ¨ , mi i i
 .  .g Zrp, and T g P K, A . So r, h X s yd Y, with Y a 2-cochain of K in
X X  .  ..   .  ..Zrp. Set X : G = G ª Zrp, X as k , bs l s m ¨ as k , bs l qÄi i
 .  .T k, b q Y k, l , with a, b g A, k, l g K. By Lemma 1.8, we can verify
X X  . Xthat d X s 0, so X is a 2-cocycle of G and u , Res X s T q V. Hence2
 .  .Ker r, h ; Im u , Res . The lemma is proved.2
Combining Propositions 1.3, 1.5 and Lemmas 1.7, 1.10, we have
PROPOSITION 1.11. The sequence
 .Inf u , Res2 22 2 1 1 16 6H K H G H K m H A [ bH A .  .  .  .  . .
 .r , h 36 H K .
is exact.
From this, we have
H 2 G ( Im Inf [ Im u , Res ( Im Inf [ Im u N [ Im Res . .  .2 2 2 Ker Res 22
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2 . 2 . 2 .Set H G s Im Res , H G s Im u ¬ , and H G s Im Inf .0 2 1 Ker Res 2 22
 i 2 .4 2 . 0 2 . 2 .Let F H G be the filtration of H G given by F H G s H G ,
1 2  . 2 2  .F H G s Ker Res , and F H G s Im Inf . For 0 F i F 1,2 2
i 2 . iq1 2 . 2 . 2 .F H G rF H G can be then identified to H G . Hence H G isi i
nothing but the term Ei, 2yi of the Lyndon]Hochschild]Serre spectral`
 .sequence corresponding to the extension G .
Summarizing, we have
COROLLARY 1.12. We ha¨e the isomorphisms
H 2 G ( m ¨ ¬ m g Zrp, m b z g z , . . . , z , .  . 4 0 i i i i i 1 m
H 2 G ( m x m u ¬ m g Zrp, x g H 1 V , m x ? z s 0 . .  . 4 1 i j i j i j i i j i j
Let B be an elementary abelian p-group of rank r and let G be given by
the central extension
G 0 ª B ª G ª G ª 1 .
 . 2 .with factor set w s w , . . . , w , w g H G . By Proposition 1.1, G can be1 r i
 .considered as a subset of G via the map g ¬ 0, g , with g g G. The
cohomology significance of the lower p-series can be illustrated by the
following
p w x  p.PROPOSITION 1.13. B s A q A, G resp. s A if and only if
 .  .  .u , Res w , . . . , u , Res w resp. Res w , . . . , Res w is linearly indepen-2 1 2 r 2 1 2 r
 1 . 1 .. 1 .  1 ..dent in H G m H A [ bH A resp. in bH A .
Proof. We consider the case p s 2; the odd case can be proved by a
 .2   . .similar argument. For a g A, g g G, we have 0, a s w a, a , 1 s
  .  . .Res A, G w a, a , 1 , and
0, a 0, g s w a, g , ag , .  .  . .
0, g 0, a s w g , a , ga s w g , a , ag , .  .  .  . .  .
w .  .x  .  .  . 2 wso 0, a , 0, g s w a, g y w g, a s yu w g, a . Hence B s A q A,
x  2 .  .  . G resp. A if and only if u , Res w , . . . , u , Res w resp. Res w ,2 1 2 r 2 1
.  1 . 1 .. 1 . . . . , Res w is linearly independent in H G m H A [ bH A resp.2 r
1 ..in bH A . The proposition follows.
In the remainder of this paper, assume that p s 2. With the notations
 . given in the Introduction, set G s GrF G and n s dim A so G si i i i kq1
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.G . We then have the central extensions
G 0 ª A ª G ª G ª 1, .kq1 k k
G 0 ª A ª G ª G ª 1, .k ky1 k ky1
G 0 ª A ª G ª G ª 1, .ky1 ky2 ky1 ky2
???
G 0 ª A ª G ª G ª 1. .3 2 3 2
For convenience, set A s G . The factor sets of these extensions are1 2
respectively
[nk . k . k . 2 2 kz s z , . . . , z g H G , A s H G , .  . .1 n k k kk
[nky1. ky1. ky1. 2 2 ky 1z s z , . . . , z g H G , A s H G , .  . .1 n ky1 ky1 ky1ky 1
[nky2. ky2. ky2. 2 2 ky 2z s z , . . . , z g H G , A s H G , .  . .1 n ky2 ky2 ky2ky 2
???
[n2. 2. 2. 2 2 2z s z , . . . , z g H G , A s H G , .  . .1 n 2 2 22
 i.  i. 2 .with z , . . . , z linearly independent in H G . Furthermore, it follows1 n ii
 .  i.  .  i.from Proposition 1.13 that u , Res z , . . . , u , Res z is also linearly2 1 2 ni
 1 . 1 .. 1 .independent in H G m H A [ bH A . Note that every ele-i iy1 iy1
U  . U  .ment of H G can be considered as an element of H G via thei iq1
inflation map.
We have
2 .  4 2 .  4PROPOSITION 1.14. If H G s 0 , then H G s 0 and n Fi 1 iq1 1 i
n .iy1
2 .  4 1 .Proof. If H G / 0 , then there exists x g H G such thatiq1 1 j i
 x z  i. s 0. We can assume that x , x , . . . is linearly independent. Let aj j 1 2
 .  .be an element of G with x a s 1, x a s 0 for j G 2. Consider thei 1 j
 : 2 .  i.subgroup a, A of G . Since H G s 0, we have Res z giy1 i i 1 2 j
2 . X  .  i. X 3 :.H G ; hence z s Res A , G z / 0, so x z / 0 in H a, A .i 0 j iy1 i j 1 1 iy1
X  : .  i.This contradicts the fact that x z s Res a, A , G  x z s 0. So1 1 iy1 i j j
2 .  4H G s 0 .iq1 1
Finally, the inequality n F n follows from the fact that n Fi iy1 i
2 . 2 .  iy1.dim H G , and dim H G is the number of j's such that b z gi 0 i 0 j
  iy1.  iy1..z , . . . , z . The proposition follows.1 niy1
Following Proposition 1.1, G can be considered as a subset but not ai
.  . 2subgroup of G via the map e ¬ 0, e , with e g G . Let A be theiq1 i i
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 . 2subgroup of A hence of G generated by the elements e , e g A .iq1 iq2 i
We have
LEMMA 1.15. For e¨ery a g A , b g A , we ha¨ei j
 . w x y1 y1a a, b s a b ab g A ;iq j
 . 2b a g A ;iq1
 . w 2 x w x2c a, b s a, b if 1 - j s k y 2.
 .  .  .Proof. a and b follow from the definition of A . For c , we havei
 . w x w w xx  .k ) 3. By a , a, b g A , so b, a, b g A . Since 2 k y 2 q iky2qi 2ky2.q i
w x w 2 x w x2G k q i, it implies that b commutes with a, b , hence a, b s a, b .
The lemma follows.
Let e , . . . , e be the base of A so that if u , . . . , u is the dual of1 n 2 1 n2 2
e , . . . , e , then u ( z 2. s z 2.. In the remainder of this section, we shall1 n i i2
2 .assume that H G s 0. Following Propositions 1.13 and 1.14, we have3 1
2  w x. 2 .A s A compare 13, Th. 1.1 and 4.1.1 and H G s 0, for i G 3.i iy1 i 1
LEMMA 1.16. Let a , . . . , a be a linearly independent system of elements1 m
w xof G , m F n . Assume that there exists e g A such that e s a , e and2 2 3 i i
w x 2 s 2 s 2 sa , e s 0 in A , for i / j. If e / 0 in A , then e , . . . , e is linearlyi j 3 sq3 1 m
2 s w 2 s x w 2 s xindependent in A and e s a , e , a , e s 0, for i / j.sq2 i i i j
Proof. Consider first the case s s 1. We can suppose that k s 4.
 . 2 w x2 w 2 x 2Following Lemma 1.15 c , 0 / e s a , e s a , e . If e is a linear1 1 1 1 1
2 2 w 2 x w x2combination of e , . . . , e , since a , e s a , e s 0 for i G 2, we have2 m 1 i 1 1
w 2 x 2 2a , e s 0, a contradiction. So e , . . . , e is linearly independent.1 1 1 m
Assume that the lemma holds for s y 1 G 1. We can suppose that
k ) 4. By the inductive hypotheses, e2
sy 1
, . . . , e2
sy 1
is linearly independent1 m
2 sy 1 w 2 sy 1 x w 2 sy 1 xand e s a , e , a , e s 0. Arguing as in the case s s 1, we cani i i j
prove that e2
s
, . . . , e2
s
is linearly independent in A and e2
s s1 m sq2
w 2 s x w 2 s xa , e , a , e s 0, for i / j. The lemma follows.i i i j
We then have
PROPOSITION 1.17. Assume that b z 2. s x z 2. q ??? qx z 2. or b z 2. s1 1 1 m m 1
2. 2.  4x z q ??? qx z , with x a linearly independent system of elements of2 2 m m i
1 . 2 ky 2H G , m F n , and e / 0 in A . Then dim A G m, for 2 F m F k2 2 1 k j
y 1.
 .Proof. Let a be elements of A such that x a s d , with d thei 1 i j i j i j
2 w xKronecker symbol. It follows from the hypotheses that e s a , e and1 i i
w x 2 j 2 ja , e s 0 for i / j. From Lemma 1.16, e , . . . , e is linearly independenti j 1 m
in A . The proposition follows.jq2
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM A
w xThe following was proved in 10 .
w xLEMMA 2.1 10 . Assume that G is d-maximal. We ha¨e:
 .  . w xa F G s G, G , the commutator subgroup of G.
 .  .b If d G s 3, then G is almost-special, that is, a central extension of
an elementary abelian 2-group by another.
Let K be an almost-special 2-group given by the central extension
K 0 ª W ª K ª V ª 0, .
2 .with factor set z g H V, W where V, W are respectively vector spaces
 . 2 .over Zr2 of dimension n, m. So z s z , . . . , z , with z g H V . Let1 m m
 . 2 .r z be the rank of z , . . . , z , as a system of vectors of H V , and let1 m
1 . 1 .u , . . . , u be a base of H V . Each u is considered as element of H K1 n i
w x  w xvia the inflation map. The following was proved in 10 see also 14, 15 for
.a cohomological proof .
LEMMA 2.2. Let 1 F i F n be an integer and L s Fi Ker u ; K.js1 j
 .  .  .  .Then d L s d K y i q m y r z ¬ with z ¬ s Res LrW, V z. Hence KL L
 .is d-maximal iff m - i q r z ¬ for e¨ery 1 F i F n.L
For convenience, with a given subgroup L s Fi Ker u ; K as injs1 j
U  . X  .Lemma 2.2 and X g H V , we set X s X ¬ s Res LrW, V X. WithL
this notation, zX is obtained from z by setting u s ??? s u s 0.1 j
 . w xAssume from now on that r z s m. In 15 , we proved
2 .  4LEMMA 2.3. If K is d-maximal, then H K s 0 and, for e¨ery 1 F i1
 ./ j F m, b z f z , z .i i j
 .PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that K is d-maximal, d K s 5, m G 3, and
1 .b z s x z q x z q x z or b z s x z q x z , with x g H V . Then3 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 2 2 i
1 .there exist ¨ , ¨ g H V such thati
z s ¨ ¨ q x q x q ¨x , .1 1 1 3 1 2
z s ¨ ¨ q x q x q ¨x , .2 2 2 3 2 1
z s ¨ 2 q x ¨ q x ¨ q x ¨ ,3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1
or
z s ¨ ¨ q x q ¨x , .1 1 1 1 2
z s ¨ ¨ q x q ¨x , .2 2 2 2 1
z s ¨ 2 q x ¨ q x ¨ .3 3 2 2 1 1
1 .Furthermore, z is not of form t t q t t , with t g H V .3 1 2 3 4 i
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Proof. We consider the case b z s x z q x z q x z ; the remaining3 1 1 2 2 3 3
case can be proved by a similar argument. Since b z s x z q x z q3 1 1 2 2
x z , z is of the form3 3 3
z s u2 q x ¨ q x ¨ q x ¨ , 11 .3 1 1 2 2 3 3
1 . 3  . 3  2with u, ¨ g H V . So b z s  x ¨ x q ¨ . Hence  x z q ¨ qi 3 is1 i i i i is1 i i i
.x ¨ s 0. We then havei i
z s ¨ 2 q x ¨ q ¨x q kx ,1 1 1 1 2 3
z s ¨ 2 q x ¨ q ¨x q lx ,2 2 2 2 1 3
z s ¨ 2 q x ¨ q kx q lx ,3 3 3 3 1 2
1 .  .with ¨ , k, l g H V . From decomposition 11 , we can put k s ¨ , l s ¨ ,1 2
u s ¨ . So3
z s ¨ ¨ q x q x q ¨x , .1 1 1 3 1 2
z s ¨ ¨ q x q x q ¨x , .2 2 2 3 2 1 12 .
z s ¨ 2 q x ¨ q x ¨ q x ¨ .3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1
 .  .If z g x , x , then in decomposition 12 , we can put ¨ s 0. Hence3 1 2 3
zX s zX s zX s 0 by setting ¨ s ¨ s ¨ s 0. By Lemma 2.2, K is not1 2 3 1 2
d-maximal, a contradiction. So
z f x , x 13 .  .3 1 2
1 .If z s t t q t t , with t g H V , then by setting t s t s 0, we get3 1 2 3 4 i 1 3
X X X X  . X Xx z q x z s 0. By 13 , x and x are not all equal to 0. This implies1 1 2 2 1 2
X  X . X  X . X X X Xeither z s 0 if x s 0 , or z s 0 if x s 0 , or z s wx , z s wx , with1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
1 .  X X .w g H V if x / 0 and x / 0 . For the first two cases, we have1 2
 X. X X Xr z s 1 by setting t s t s 0. For the third, z s z s z s 0 by setting1 3 1 2 3
t s t s w s 0. By Lemma 2.2, K is not d-maximal, a contradiction. The1 3
lemma follows.
COROLLARY 2.5. With the assumption of Proposition 2.4, suppose that
2 .m s 3. Then H K is of dimension 1; furthermore, if G is gi¨ en by the0
central extension
i 6
G 0 ª Zr2 G ª K ª 1, .
2 . 2 . 2 .with factor set X g H K satisfying Res X / 0 in H K , then H G2 0 0
 4s 0 .
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 . 2 .  4Proof. Since b z g z , z , z , H K / 0 . Furthermore, since3 1 2 3 0
1 .z , z is of form t t q t t , with t g H V , by Proposition 2.4, b z and1 2 1 2 3 4 i 1
 . 2 .b z are not elements of z , z , z . Hence H K is of dimension 1.2 1 2 3 0
2 .  4If H G / 0 , let C be the central extension of Zr2 by G with factor0
2 . 2 .set Y g H G satisfying Res Y / 0 in H G . So, with the notations2 0
given in the Introduction, dim A G 3 and dim A s dim A s 1. Let e2 3 4
be a generator of iZr2 ; G. Then e2 / 0 in C. By Proposition 1.17, A3
must be of dimension at least 3, a contradiction. The corollary follows.
 . w x  wProof of Theorem A. Since cl G G 3, following 10 see also 15, Th.F
x.  .A , dim A G 3. Set K s GrF G . K is then d-maximal and almost-spe-2 3
 .  .cial with d K s 5. Consider the central extension K given above. By
2 .  4Lemma 2.3, H K s 0 .1
 .a It follows from Corollary 2.5 that k s 3 and dim A s 1. Fur-3
thermore, from the decomposition given in Proposition 2.4, by setting
X X X  .¨ s ¨ s ¨ s ¨ s 0, we get z s z s z s 0. Since d K s 5, the sub-1 2 3 1 2 3
 3 .group L s F Ker ¨ l Ker ¨ is not trivial. Let a be an element of Lis1 i
  .: 5with a / 1. a, F G is then either abelian or extra-special of order 2 .
 .  .  .b The factor set of K is of form z , z , z , z . As the case k s 31 2 3 4
is trivial, we assume that k ) 3. Following Lemma 2.3, Proposition 2.4, and
Corollary 2.5, by reordering the z 's, we can suppose that b z is either ofi 4
 4form b z s x z q x z q x z , or x z q x z q x z q x z , with x a4 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 i
1 .linearly independent system of elements of H V . By Proposition 1.13,
1.14, and 1.17, we have dim A s 4, for 2 F m - k, and dim A F 4. Them k
theorem is proved.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM B
w x w xWe need the following theorem, given in 10, Prop. 4.1 and 9, Th. I.3.4 .
 .THEOREM 3.1 Kahn . Let K be a subgroup of G. We ha¨e:
 .  .  .a n K F n G .
 .  .b If K is maximal in G and n K s m, then, for e¨ery j F m,
w jy 1 r s t G, K w jy 1 r , .  .  .2 G 2 K
 . U  . U  .with t G, K the transfer map from H K to H G .
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We then have
 .COROLLARY 3.2. Let K be a subgroup of G with n K s m. If
t G, K w my 1 r s 0, .  .2 K
 .then n G ) m.
Let C be the cyclic group of order i. We havei
 .  . i . i .sq 1 s s sq1LEMMA 3.3. a The transfer map t C , C : H C ª H C is2 2 2 2
injecti¨ e for i s 1, and is the zero map if i s 2m, m G 1;
 . 1 .  .b If ¨ , ¨ is a base of H C = C , then t C = C , C = C ¨ s1 2 2 2 4 4 2 2 i
 .0, for 1 F i F 2, and t C = C , C = C ¨ ¨ s u u , with u , u a base of4 4 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
1 .H C = C .4 4
 . w x  .Proof. Part a was proved in 15 . Part b follows from the Frobenius
 .  . formula and the fact that t C = C , C = C s t C = C , C = C t C4 4 2 2 4 4 4 2 4
.  .  .= C , C = C s t C = C , C = C t C = C , C = C . The lemma is2 2 2 4 4 2 4 2 4 2 2
proved.
Let L be isomorphic to one of the following groups
3  2 2 2 4 :w xL s C = C s e , e , e , e ¬ e s e s e s e s e , e s 1 ,1 2 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 i j
2 2  2 2 4 4 :w xL s C = C s e , e , e , e ¬ e s e s e s e s e , e s 1 .2 2 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 i j
Let Z be the maximal elementary abelian subgroup of L and set LX s
 . w x  .  X .  .LrF L . Following 10 , we have n L s n L s n Z s 4. Let
1 X .u , u , u , u be a base of H L , so every u can be considered as an1 2 3 4 i
1 .element of H L via the inflation map.
Set
Q2 u , u , u , for L ( L , .3, 2 1 2 3 1Q s
4 Q u , u , for L ( L , .2, 1 1 2 2
 .with Q x , . . . , x the Dickson invariants with variables x , . . . , xm , n 1 m 1 m
defined inductively as follows we shall omit the variables, if no confusion
.can arise :
Q s 1,m , m
Q s l x q ??? ql x , .m , 0 1 1 m m
l gZr2j
l not all equal to 0j
Q s Q Q rQ q Q2 . .m , n my1, n m , 0 my1, 0 my1, ny1
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It follows that Q rQ s my 1Q x 2 s. We then havem , 0 my1, 0 ss0 my1, s m
 X.  . .  .XLEMMA 3.4. Inf L, L w r q Q s w r .8 L 8 L
 .Proof. Consider the following cases: a L ( L . It follows that Z s1
 2:e , e , e , e , and each u , 1 F i F 3, can be considered as element of1 2 3 4 i
1 . 1 .H Z . Define ¨ g H Z so that u , u , u , ¨ is the dual of the given4 1 2 3 4
w xbase of Z. Following 16, Appendix , we have
w r s Q u , u , u , ¨ . .  .8 Z 4, 3 1 2 3 4
So
w r s t L, Z w r by Theorem 3.1 b .  .  .  .8 L 8 Z
3
s2 2s t L, Z Q ¨ q Q .  3, s 4 3, 2 /
ss0
s Q u , u , u u by Lemma 3.3 and the Frobenius formula. .3, 0 1 2 3 4
On the other hand, since
3
s2
Xw r s Q u , u , u , u s Q u q Q, .  . 8 L 4, 3 1 2 3 4 3, s 4
ss0
 X. 2 sand Inf L, L u s 0 for s G 1, we have4
3
sX X 2
XInf L, L w r q Q s Inf L, L Q u .  .  . . 8 L 3, s 4 /
ss0
s Q u , u , u u s w r . .  .3, 0 1 2 3 4 8 L
 .  2 2:b L ( L . So Z s e , e , e , e . u and u can be considered as2 1 2 3 4 1 2
1 . 1 .elements of H Z . Define ¨ , ¨ g H Z so that u , u , ¨ , ¨ is the dual3 4 1 2 3 4
 .  .of the given base of Z. Since w r s Q u , u , ¨ , ¨ , we have8 Z 4, 3 1 2 3 4
3
s2 2w r s t L, Z Q ¨ q Q .  . 8 L 3, s 4 3, 2 /
ss0
3
s2 2s t L, Z Q ¨ since t L, Z Q s 0 .  . 3, s 4 3, 2
ss0
s Q2 u u by Lemma 3.3 and the Frobenius formula.2, 0 3 4
 . 3 2 s  X. 2 rXOn the other hand, since w r s  Q u q Q and Inf L, L u s 0,8 L ss0 3, s 4 i
 X.  . .Xfor i G 3, r G 1, by decomposing Q , we obtain Inf L, L w r q Q3, s 8 L
s Q2 u u . The lemma follows.2, 0 3 4
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X  . X X XFor 3 F j F 4, set e s e F L . e , e , e , e is then a base of L . Let Nj j 1 2 3 4
be the subgroup of LX given by
 X :e , for L ( L ,4 1N s X X  :e , e , for L ( L ,3 4 2
so LX s LXrN = N. We have
LEMMA 3.5. Let K be a 2-group containing LX so that N is normal in K
 .  X .and n KrN G 5. Then t K, L Q s 0.
Proof. Let n be the rank of LXrN. Then
Q u , u , u , for L ( L , .3, 2 1 2 3 1
Xny1X s w r s .2 L r N  Q u , u , for L ( L . .2, 1 1 2 2
U  X.X can be considered as element of H L via the inflation map. Note that
Sq4 X , for L ( L ,1Q s
4 2 Sq Sq X , for L ( L ,2
with Sqi the Steenrod squares. Since the transfer map commutes with Sqi,
 X.  .we need to prove that t K, L X s 0. Since n KrN G 5, it follows from
 .  X .Theorem 3.1 b that t KrN, LrN X s 0. From the commutative diagram
InfX XU U6 .  .H LrN H L
6
X X .  .t KrN , L rN t K , L
6
Inf UU 6  . . H K ,H KrN
 X .we obtain t K, L X s 0. The lemma follows.
 .We are now ready to prove Theorem B. Since n G is decreasing on
 .subgroups, we only consider the case where G is d-maximal with d G s 5.
 wBecause Kahn's conjecture holds for almost-special 2-groups see 10,
x.  .Prop. 7.1 , we also assume that k s cl G G 3. It follows from TheoremF
A that dim A is either equal to 3 or 4.2
Proof of Theorem B. Set m s dim A . By Theorem A, m F 4. Setk
 .  .K s GrA . By induction on k, we can suppose that n K G 5. So w rk 8 K
s 0. Consider the following cases:
 .a dim A s 3. Following Theorem A, k s 3, m s 1 and there ex-2
  .:ists a g G such that L s a, F G is either abelian or extra-special of
5 w x  .   . .order 2 . By 10, Prop. 6.1 , n L G 5 which implies n G G 5 unless
L ( C 3 = C . So we may suppose that L s C 3 = C . Set LX s LrA We2 4 2 4 3
 .  X.  X.  .  .Xhave n L s n L s 4. Hence t K, L w r s 0, since n K G 5.8 L
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 .  . m 4ymb dim A s 4. Set L s F G s C = C . If m ) 2, it2 ky1 4 2
w x  .   . .follows from 10 that n L G 5 which implies n G G 5 , so we assume
X  .  X.that m F 2. Set L s LrA s A . Then n L s n L s 4. Sok ky1
 X.  .  .Xt K, L w r s 0, since n K G 5.8 L
In both cases, L is either of form L or L , and1 2
t K , LX w r X s 0. 14 .  .  .8 L
 X.  . .  .XBy Lemma 3.4, Inf L, L w r q Q s w r . Furthermore, since8 L 8 L
 .  .cl KrN F k y 1 and d KrN s 5, it follows from the inductive hy-F
 .potheses that n KrN G 5. By Lemma 3.5, we have
t K , LX Q s 0. 15 .  .
From the commutative diagram
InfXU U6 .  .H L H L
6
X  . . t G , Lt K , L
6
Inf UU 6  . . H G ,H K
we have
t G, L w r s t G, L Inf L, LX w r X q Q .  .  .  .  . .8 L 8 L
s Inf G, K t K , LX w r X q Q .  .  . .8 L
s 0 by 14 and 15 . .  .
 .By Corollary 3.2, we conclude n G G 5. The theorem follows.
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